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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR
______________________________________________________

Dear Delegates,
¡Bienvenido a nuestro comité! My name is Carolyn Castroblanco, and I’m going to be serving as your
Chair for Colombia, Cabinet of José Manuel Marroquín (CCOL, for short). I am a second year studying
biochemistry on the pre-medical track. On campus I’m involved in all three iterations of Model UN
(MUNUC, ChoMUN, and Team), I’m a Peer Health Exchange educator, I write for a couple school
newspapers, and I volunteer around campus whenever I get the chance!
Despite being busy on paper, I’m beyond excited to dedicate myself fully to bringing this important
piece of Colombia’s history to life for MUNUC! My grandfather is a first generation Colombian
immigrant, and I’m so grateful to have a platform through which to share the stories I grew up
hearing about the country and its vibrant culture. As members of the two sides of this civil war, I look
forward to your exciting, thorough plans for the country’s future after the fighting concludes.
Please keep in mind that sensitive topics will likely be discussed in depth in this committee.
Regardless of individual intention, the MUNUC values and code of conduct should be your guiding
forces for all decisions; no breaches of these principles will be tolerated. However, with an
interesting blend of powers at your disposals and delegates participating from all different
backgrounds, the sky is your limit!
While MUNUC XXXIII (33, for the people like me who take forever to read Roman numerals) is going
to look and function differently than it has in the past, I’m still incredibly excited to go on this
adventure with all of you!
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If you have any questions, comments, concerns, epiphanies, good jokes, or banana bread recipes,
don’t hesitate to contact me at castroblanco@uchicago.edu.

Para cualquier cosa estoy a su disposición,
Carolyn Castroblanco
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LETTER FROM THE CRISIS DIRECTOR
______________________________________________________

Delegates,
It is my greatest pleasure to welcome you to MUNUC XXXIII and our committee Colombia, Cabinet
of José Manuel Marroquín (or CCOL). This is a great opportunity to meet new people from across the
world and develop your public speaking and collaboration skills!
I’m very excited to be your crisis director this year and guide you through a fantastic and little-known
period of history. My name is James Seddon, and I am a (soon to graduate :0) fourth year studying
Public Policy and Political Science with a minor in Astrophysics. As you can probably imagine from
my interests, I’m very excited to watch each and every one of you tackle the complex challenge of
helping to develop a sound and comprehensive set of political, economic, and social policies. Outside
of MUNUC, I’m involved with the college Model United Nations club (ChoMUN), where I’m running a
committee on the United States Postal Service (1975) with my wonderful coexec 2, Carolyn. In the
fleeting life outside of going to college (my summers), I have interned at a couple of civic-tech
organizations.
This committee will dive into Colombia’s threat to sovereignty and international relations in the early
20th century. Not only will you be examining Colombia's political climate but also other nation’s,
such as the U.S., interest in Colombia’s post civil war vulnerability. We highly encourage that
delegates read up on Colombia's history of colonialism and civil war to further understand José
Manuel Marroquín's position by the turn of the century.
As someone who did Model United Nations in high school (though sadly not MUNUC, because my
high school was not cool enough), I have witnessed firsthand people getting a little too into the time
period delegation they represent and subsequently forgetting to respect one another, the culture,
and the historically-very-real situation faced by the committee. I’m sure you, the person reading this,
will not fall into this trap, but for everyone else, please be mindful of how war and revolution are a
sensitive topic; remember that we will closely follow MUNUC’s code of conduct as we explore one of
5
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Colombia’s most lively time periods. Keeping that in mind, Carolyn and I cannot wait to witness your
creative solutions and teamwork!
If you have any questions or concerns about the committee, public policy, or what kind of t-shirt my
coexec2 and I should get to commemorate the situation, feel free to reach out at
jnseddon@uchicago.edu.

A la orden,
James Seddon
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POWERS OF THE COMMITTEE
______________________________________________________

Before we delve into the content of the topic, let’s first introduce some relevant features of a Model
UN committee. As executives of a hybrid committee, we aim to have delegates fully immerse
themselves in both crisis and general assembly (GA) styles of MUN. As such, the first session will
open with explanations, walkthroughs, and any questions about how the conference will function in
both of these capacities.

The committee itself will begin in 1902, where delegates will be tasked with bringing the Colombian
Civil War to a close — peaceful or otherwise. This will function as the GA portion of the committee,
taking place over the course of the first few sessions. Acting as diplomats with vested interests in the
country, delegates are expected to draft and merge treaties laying out the future of post-war
Colombia. All directives, documents, and motions will pass through the chair, reigning President
José Manuel Maroquin; those that are approved will have the full support and political weight of the
President’s signature.

The delegates for this committee are divided across major political lines: Conservative Colombians
(those that want the government to return to its pre-war form; they have significant wealth, land,
and political sway), and Liberal Colombians (those that are pushing for total reform of the
government; they generally have fewer available resources but greater rallying power among fellow
citizens). Each delegate, in addition to acting in the interest of their political party, will act in their
own individualized interests (elaborated upon in the character bios section).

Once the war has officially come to an end, the remaining sessions will be held in a crisis-style
format; delegates will be acting fully in their individual interests as the treaties they passed in the GA
portion are put through a series of “stress tests” to examine the strength of this new Colombia. Will it
persevere despite threats of outside invasion, internal turmoil, and declining economic potential?
The answer is entirely up to you!
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HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM
______________________________________________________

Pre-colonization
Prior to the colonization of the continent, the Chibcha and other Sub Andean indigenous cultures in
Colombia lived in densely populated, complex societies with intricate systems of political and
religious offices. The Cordillera Oriental Plateau held a significant concentration of the Chibchan
speaking people, around what is now Bogota. By the sixteenth (16th) century, speakers of the
Chibchan languages had also settled in eastern parts of Honduras and more northerly stretches of
Colombia; The Taironas and the Muiscas were the two most prominent Chibchan speaking groups
that inhabited these areas.1 However, the Taironas were confined to the steep slopes of the Sierra
Nevada de Santa Marta, near the Caribbean Sea.2 Despite their inability to expand their civilization,
they had a high population density and urban centers across the coast; Taironas sites revealed
impressive engineering accomplishments of roads, bridges, and terracing the mountainside. While
they fell behind the Tairona in engineering skills, the Muiscas had a larger population living in the
intermountain basins of the Cordillera Oriental.3 Both of these highly developed Chibchan societies
were on the verge of consolidating power in their respective regions by the middle of the 16th
century, but the unexpected arrival of the Spaniards put an end to any dreams of expansion. Instead
of growing their populations, a majority of the indigenous peoples of the Cordillera Oriental were
decimated by smallpox, measles, and other diseases brought over from the Spanish conquistadors.
Colonization
The Colombian and northern coast of South America was mapped in 1500-01 by the Spanish
conquistador Rodrigo de Bastidas.4 While Spain initially attempted to establish more cities along the
coast, many settlements were abandoned after serving as mere footholds to reach the interior
regions. In 1526, Bastidas founded the city of Santa Marta, which proved to be the first permanent

1

Hoopes, The Emergence of Social Complexity, 11.
Bushnell, Indians and Spaniards, 3.
3
Ibid, 5.
4
McGreevey, Colombia.
2
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and oldest colonial settlement in South America.5 Santa Marta was in close proximity to Tairona
land, which ultimately led to the decline of their civilizations as Spanish settlers moved further into
Tairona territory. After the success of Santa Marta, the Spanish founded many more cities along the
east coast, including naval and merchant bases. Lured by the fabled city of El Dorado, the City of
Gold, a wave of Spanish explorers and conquistadors rushed westward. Their pursuit of fortune led
to the conquest of the Muiscas by Jimenez de Quesada, who later founded Bogota in their territory
in 1538.6 The integration and colonization of Colombia was completed with the fall of the Muiscas.
Colonial Period
The broad powers initially given to Spanish conquistadors were severely constrained after Spain
instituted the Audiencia as the governing structure of the New World. The Audiencia is an institution
where a court is established to administer and carry out the will of the Spanish crown.7 The system
divided Colombia into viceroyalties or captaincies general that were governed by executive officers
under the oversight of the Audiencia court. Reorganizing Colombia’s administration returned the
conquistador’s governments of Popayan, Antioquia, Cartagena, Santa Marta, Riohacha, Bogota, and
San Martin under one single institution, the new Audiencia. Spain combined these regional
governments with the viceroyalty of Peru, but this proved difficult to maintain due to its large size
and lack of centralization.8
The addition of Colombia to the viceroyalty of Peru was challenging to maintain, and by 1717 the
Spanish government created the new viceroyalty of New Granada to administer what is now
Colombia, Panamá, Ecuador, and Venezuela. At the time, Spain did not pay much attention to the
region as it was not as profitable or significant as other viceroyalties such as New Spain and Peru. 9
This disregard of the region led to creation of a separate economic and socially distinctive identity
compared to other Spanish colonies. The region had a high degree of self-governance and
autonomy, where local elites were making encomiendas left and right without legally granted by the
Spanish crown. Goods were smuggled into New Granada, and taxes were withheld or evaded by
5

Bushnell, Indians and Spaniards, 9.
Ibid, 10.
7
McGreevey, Colombia.
8
Ibid.
9
Eissa, Northern South America at the Turn of the Eighteenth Century, 54.
6
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local administrators. The growth of illicit trade and little regard towards the Spanish crown made
New Granada a rebellious colony.10 In 1781, there was a peasant and artisan uprising in reaction to
the Spanish tax increase.11 The rising creole (whites born in South America) middle and upper classes
at first supported such rebellions; they later leaned towards political reform rather than a revolution.
They perpetuated educational, slavery, and trade reforms that made New Granada prosperous and
wealthier. However, the views of the creoles of the Spanish crown were soon to change as political
upheaval in Spain weakened the empire.
Revolution and Independence
When France invaded Spain in 1808, Spanish prowess and strength were put into question. They
captured Spanish king Ferdinand VII, furthering the decline of the centralization and integrity within
the Spanish empire. New Granada was on the road to independence as many saw the weakened
state of Spain as an opportunity to seek freedom from colonial chains. The move for independence
began in Quito, the capital of Ecuador, where a junta of creoles overthrew Spanish control. However,
those loyal to the Spanish crown brutally destroyed the junta and re-established colonial rule.12
The defeat at Quito was a blow to move for independence, but the people of New Granada
continued to fight in present-day Colombia. By 1809 revolution broke out in important Colombian
cities like Tunja and Cartagena. In 1810, they had ousted all Spanish officials, and an uprising in
Bogota on July 20, 1810 was celebrated as officially marking the independence of Colombia. 13 The
independence movement was, in large part, pushed forth by the creoles that wanted a new
government that catered to their needs. Soon after the liberation of Colombia, revolutionary forces
moved outward towards Ecuador and Panama to liberate the remaining parts of New Granada. The
battle for independence was far from over since the Spanish crown and viceroyalty of Granada
continued to rally support throughout the region. After many civil wars, New Granada was
reconquered by Spain between 1814 and 1816.14

10

Ibid, 59.
McGreevey, Colombia.
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Clayton, The Coming of Independence to South America, 31.
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Ibid, 31.
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McGreevey, Colombia.
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However, the reconquering of New Granada did not last as the fever for revolution was still raging
among the creoles. What was left of the revolutionary forces fled to the llanos of Casanare, where
under the guidance of Francisco de Paula, they reorganized. The reorganized rebel forces joined
Simon Bolivar, who liberated Venezuela, to invade and liberate Colombia once and for all.15 Bolivar
was a statesman who envisioned a united, independent, Pan-American state, and liberating
Colombia was imperative for his vision. Together, Bolivar defeated the remaining Spanish forces on
August 7, 1821, at Boyacá and later liberated Ecuador in 1822. All of New Granada was now
independent, and the newly formed state of Gran Colombia proved to be as tumultuous.
Gran Colombia
Known simply as Colombia at the time, Gran Colombia was established on December 17, 1819 by the
Congress of Angostura and included every territory within the viceroyalty of New Granada. 16 This
congress, convened by Simon Bolivar, consisted of twenty-six pro-liberation delegates chosen by the
Venezuelan military leader himself. His ultimate goal in creating this conglomerate nation was to
develop a patriot state free from Spanish colonial rule and the federalism that guided it. As dictated
by the creation of Gran Colombia’s constitution at the 1821 Congress of Cucuta, the new republic
had an incredibly centralist government with separation of powers and protected rights for
individual citizens.17 At this same constitutional convention, Bolivar was declared president of this
highly diverse republic, serving for the remainder of its existence.
Although unified in name, Gran Colombia was rife with ethnic, cultural, and militant conflict;
consisting of modern-day Panama, Ecuador, Venezuela, and Colombia, little tied this territory
together besides proximity. The republic faced frequent uprisings (both nationwide and regional)
and general discontent, leaving the government vulnerable to collapse. This fragility was further
exacerbated by Bolivar’s continued military endeavors abroad, leaving the governance of Gran
Colombia to the territory’s vice president and provisional commander in chief Francisco de Paula
Santander.18 By 1829, President Bolivar was forced to resume his elected position and divide the

15

Lynch, The Legacy, 280.
Bethell, The Cambridge History of Latin America. Vol 3.
17
Bethell, The Cambridge History of Latin America. Vol 3.
18
McGreevey, Colombia.
16
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republic into four jurisdictions maintained by fellow Venezuelan generals.19 Instead of strengthening
his rapidly deteriorating control over Gran Colombia, this territorial split only heightened resentment
of the president’s political favoritism towards Venezuelan leaders in top military positions.
Bolivar’s displayed favoritism for his home country coupled with revolts following the attempted
impeachment of Venezuelan General Jose Antonio Paez led to the eventual dissolution of Gran
Colombia as a whole.20 Similarly dissatisfied with the republic’s hierarchical structure, Ecuadorian
citizens of Gran Colombia quickly followed Venezuela’s lead, turning against the Congressional
Capital centered in Bogota. In an attempt to quell the mounting discontent amongst the different
groups within his republic, Bolivar called a general convention in April of 1828 in Ocaña to reform
Gran Colombia’s aforementioned 1821 constitution of Cúcuta.21 It became clear that the internal
divides manifested even between the ruling styles of Bolivar and Santander, however, which caused
Bolivar to assume dictatorial powers to push for the adoption of a reformed constitution with a more
authoritarian foundation. Although he considered this a temporary measure, Bolivar took the time
to punish his political opponents, even though they grew in number with every passing day.
Surrounded by factional disputes and internal political upheaval, Bolivar was overwhelmed; the final
nail in the coffin of his dream of a united Spanish front in South America came in the form of
Venezuela’s proclamation of independence from Gran Colombia on January 13, 1830. 22 Officially
dissolving later that year, Gran Colombia split into the countries of Ecuador, Venezuela, and New
Granada.23 Despite seemingly moving backward in history with this split, years of dissension and
infighting had yet to be properly accounted for in Colombia’s path towards independence.24

19

King, The Hispanic American Historical Review 35, no. 4.
Bushnell, The Gran Colombia Experiment (1819-1830).
21
Idea, and External Source. “Constitutional History of Colombia.” ConstitutionNet, 9 Apr.
2019,
constitutionnet.org/country/constitutional-history-colombia.
22
Arana, Marie. Bolívar: American Liberator. New York, New York: Simon & Schuster Paperbacks, 2014.
23
Bushnell, David. "Indians and Spaniards." In The Making of Modern Colombia: A Nation in Spite of Itself, 1-24.
University of California Press, 1993. Accessed June 17, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/j.ctt4cgf7g.4.
24
Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica. “The War of a Thousand Days.” Encyclopædia
Britannica.
Encyclopædia Britannica, inc, January 5, 2018. https://www.britannica.com/event/The-War-of-a-Thousand-Days.
20
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The Creation of Colombia
The newly reestablished nation of New Granada, consisting of modern-day Panama and Colombia,
was led by Gran Colombia’s former vice president, Francisco de Paula Santander from 1832 through
1837.25 Despite his recent political spats with Simon Bolivar, Santander brought the fledgling
republic of New Granada into an age of prosperity during his presidential term. This economic and
cultural reform was disrupted by the eruption of a civil war in 1840, however; the unresolved
discontent from the Gran Colombian era manifested into violent revolutions between the politically
liberal (Santanderian) and conservative (Bolivarian) factions within the new republic. 26

25

McGreevy, William Paul, and Robert Louis Gilmore. “Colombia.” Encyclopædia
Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica, inc. Accessed May 20, 2020. https://www.britannica.com/place/Colombia.
26
Ibid.
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The Conservative Liberal Struggle
Many of Colombia’s most difficult struggles began after the dissolution of Simon Bolivar's PanAmerican state of Gran Colombia. This marked the formation of the first conservative and liberal
parties in the late 1840s by Tomas Cipriano de Mosquera.27 However, these parties were
spearheaded by the elite class who wanted to obtain power in Colombia. The struggle for power
between the two political parties largely influenced and shaped Colombia’s history and the Panama
Canal crisis. That is why it is important to understand both parties’ motives and history.
As noted, both parties were dominated by Colombia’s elite class with their ideologies not that
dissimilar from one another. The lack of ideologies between the parties leads many to believe that in
the early 1840’s these parties rose due to “hereditary hatred” and are “pre-political,” meaning that
they were created to fill a power vacuum after the failed Gran Colombia state. 28 The ideology of the
liberal party began to focus on equality among elites, “equals among equals,” due to significant
racism against indigenous, blacks, and mestizos. Liberals were largely inspired by the French
revolution and their ideals of “liberty, equality, fraternity, human rights, and democracy” to guide
their party ideology. This political ideological shift towards democracy attracted many artisans and
the general public.
By 1850 there was a great divide between liberals and conservatives when general Jose Hilario Lopez
from the Liberal Party became president. General Lopez continued the liberalization of Colombia’s
economy by dissolving many government monopolies and redistributing land. 29 The Liberal party
also held control of the senate from 1851-3 which fast tracked many of General Lopez’s policies.
Having control of both the senate and the presidency, this Liberal regime was able to abolish the
death penalty, establish freedom of the press, end slavery, and seize indigenous land for
redistribution. Under Lopez, the liberal government was able to create a new constitution which
expanded voting rights to all men, separated the church and state, and decentralized the

27

Ibid.
Green, W. John. "Left Liberalism and Race in the Evolution of Colombian Popular National Identity." The Americas 57,
no. 1 (2000): 95-124. Accessed October 11, 2020. http://www.jstor.org/stable/1007713.
29
SOWELL, DAVID. "ARTISAN MOBILIZATIONS IN THE ERA OF LIBERAL REFORMS." In The Early Colombian Labor
Movement: Artisans and Politics in Bogota, 1832-1919, 54-80. PHILADELPHIA: Temple University Press, 1992. Accessed
October 18, 2020. http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctv941x49.8.
28
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government by creating elections for regional governors. By 1858 the new constitution was
completed, establishing a federalist Colombia.
Despite having full control of the government, General Lopez faced criticism and pushback from the
conservative party and the Catholic Church. Revolts occurred throughout the country in the early
1850s, exposing a great divide between the two parties and a growing resentment towards one
another. Furthermore, there was a great divide developing within the liberal party between the
young radical reformers and moderate reformers.30 Angered at how the liberals shaped Colombia, a
civil war between the Liberal and Conservative party broke out shortly after the creation of the new
constitution from 1859-62. The radical liberals won the war and expelled conservative allies such as
the Catholic Church’s Jesuits from Colombia.
The United States of Colombia
In 1863, the Liberal-controlled Colombia created a new constitution, renaming the nation the United
States of Colombia. The new constitution and government emphasized the importance of
regionalism, where states had more authority over their own operations in areas such as the postal
service.31 To further limit federal authority, the constitution restricted the president's term to 2 years
without the possibility for reelection. However, from the beginning, the new nation faced many
hardships; many even call this period in Colombian history the “Epoch of Civil Wars”.
During the epoch, Colombia was plagued by various instances of civil conflict instigated by both
liberal and conservative groups. Furthermore, the new nation struggled to develop and maintain an
army that would be able to quell rebellion and conflicts in the country. Due to political instability and
lack of an army, various conflicts arose in 51 of the 240 months of the era. 32 Colombians started to
question the extent to which their federalist ideology had handicapped their abilities to maintain
peace and stability.

30

Ibid.
Colombia - History Background. (n.d.). Retrieved November 23, 2020, from
https://education.stateuniversity.com/pages/281/Colombia-HISTORY-BACKGROUND.html.
32
McGreevy, William Paul, and Robert Louis Gilmore. “Colombia.” Encyclopædia
Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica, inc. Accessed May 20, 2020. https://www.britannica.com/place/Colombia.
31
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Period of Regeneration
By the end of the 1870s, the Liberal party lost control of the government, and the Conservatives
were once again in power. They immediately reversed many recent liberal reforms, especially those
concerning the church and state. Through the conservative party’s rise in power, the Roman Catholic
church was able to regain its former political influence in Colombia. One such policy that aided the
church was Colombia reestablishing ties with the Vatican and receiving infrastructure aid from
them.33 With the church climbing back to power, the period of regeneration was seen as a
conservative effort to reinstate the church’s role in the country.

33

“Country Report: Colombia.” Country Profile. Federal Research Division: Library of Congress, February 2007.
https://www.loc.gov/rr/frd/cs/profiles/Colombia.pdf.
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The new 1886 constitution cemented the church’s role in Colombia by dissolving the United States of
Colombia in favor of the Republic of Colombia. The new nation went in a different direction,
supporting a more authoritarian rule entailing stronger presidential and federal government powers.
This new direction was in complete opposition to the previous constitution that supported federalist
policies. One of the biggest political leaders and perpetuator of the Era of Regeneration was Rafeal
Nunez, who was president from 1880 to 1882.34 When Nunez entered office, Colombia faced a
worsening economy, civil turmoil, and a weak army. With only the declining liberal party opposing
conservative political efforts, they were able to establish a unitary Colombian state.
War of a Thousand Days
Despite Conservative control of Colombia, they continued to face limited opposition by the Liberal
Party. Throughout the 19th century, there were multiple civil wars, with the War of a Thousand Days
becoming one of the biggest and deadliest of them all. The war began in 1899 in the northeastern
department of Santander, which had been in revolt against conservative rule since the inception of
the 1886 constitution. Sentiments in Santander spread to the rest of the country, and South America
witnessed one of the bloodiest battles at Palonegro. In a short period, 100,000 lives were lost
because neither the Conservative nor Liberal party had a trained army. Battles like the one at
Palonegro were largely peasants fighting peasants at point-blank range and lawyers acting as
generals.35 By late 1902, both sides were depleted of resources and resorted to guerilla warfare,
especially the liberal faction. At this point, the Liberal Party had retreated from central Colombia,
forced mainly into what is now modern-day Panama. Without the support of neighboring countries’
liberal parties, the liberal faction surrendered in return for amnesty and limited political reform.36
The war officially came to a conclusion on November 21, 1902 with liberals largely exiled to the
Colombian state of Panama, left out of government affairs in Bogota. 37

34

“Núñez Moledo, Rafael (1825–1894) | Encyclopedia.Com.” Accessed December 17, 2020.
https://www.encyclopedia.com/humanities/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/nunez-moledo-rafael-18251894.
35
Helguera, J. Leon. "The Changing Role of the Military in Colombia." Journal of Inter-American Studies 3, no. 3 (1961):
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36
“War of the Thousand Days | Encyclopedia.Com.” Accessed December 17, 2020.
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Delegates will begin under the cabinet of conservative President Jose Manuel Marroquín, who led
the country through this war. There is a tentative peace agreement, but it is uneasy. The war has
had dramatic effects on all aspects of Colombian society. The cabinet must act to piece the nation
together quickly off the heels of this bloodshed, before the country slides back into turmoil.

18
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
______________________________________________________

In this committee, delegates will spend two to three sessions (Sessions I, II, and potentially III)
designing the constitution to mark the end of a bloody civil war and the beginning of a new
Colombia. Picking up the pieces of this fractured nation will be no easy feat, as the ongoing war has
torn neighbors, friends, and even families apart. These broken ties introduce only more problems
when considering how to best structure the government of the reformed nation following the
closure of the war.
The primary goal, in these first three sessions is, of course, to definitively end the war by any means
necessary. However, the following sessions will put into perspective just how difficult that task truly
is. Following the closure of the war, the tenuous peace that follows will be pushed to and, if not
addressed immediately, beyond its breaking point. Delegates must seamlessly switch between a
unionized mindset to an every-man-for-himself view of the situation, as the committee switches to
crisis mode. The constitution the delegates passed must withstand threats of international invasion,
colonialism, labor rebellions, and internal strife. The sections below will provide context regarding
the current state of affairs in Colombia.
Aftermath of the Thousand Days War
There are several issues that remain from the conclusion of the War of a Thousand Days. First and
foremost, the peace is tenuous at best. The conservative central government has yet to regain
complete authority over all regions of the country. This is particularly true in the area of Panama,
where the Liberal Party fled in the waning days of the war. The Liberals were ultimately pressured to
submit only after the United States of America flexed their power under the presidency of Theodore
Roosevelt.38 American interest in the region stems from two notions: the first being that the U.S.
believes it has a vested interest in the stability of the Western hemisphere, and the second being
that many American groups have plans to complete a canal that would link the Atlantic and the
38

Müller-Schwarze, Nina K. The Blood of Victoriano Lorenzo: An Ethnography of the Cholos of Northern Coclé Province,
Panama. Jefferson, North Carolina: McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 2015.
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Pacific Oceans, dramatically reducing shipping time and costs. Due to the implied weakness of the
Colombian government currently and the fleeing of the opposition party to Panama (which has an
isthmus of the right length for a canal), there are thoughts that the U.S. might intervene and violate
Colombian sovereignty.39

Another concern is political tensions. The current conservative government is not without its own
factions. Coming off of the civil war, there are those within the party that would wish to see the
President take the country in different directions. This is on top of growing concerns among
Colombians that the government is not fit to serve, as the entire society has been wracked by the
recent conflict and is in need of aid. Additionally, the conservatives are supportive of a strong central
government and the Roman Catholic Church, but there are concerns within the party and among the
people at the level of power the president has and the amount of influence the Church wields over
the country.40 The current cabinet will have to deal with these competing internal factions, decide

39
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how to deal with other political parties like the Liberals, and how to heal a country that is teetering
on collapse.
Current Colombian Economy and Society
In the aftermath of the civil war, Colombian society has been devastated. Over 100,000 have died
and many more injured and displaced. The conflict has disrupted the civilian economy and saddled
the government with a significant amount of debt.41 In order to prevent further unrest and another
civil war, the cabinet needs to address these concerns. And due to the ruinous state of the economy,
inequality has also worsened. The poor in Colombia have borne the brunt of the burden in the
Thousand Days War, having to deal with losing family members in the fighting and being displaced
in all the fighting. This has led to simmering tensions between the poor and the rich, the latter
having not been as affected by the conflict.42 The conservative government needs to come up with a
solution to these tensions to stave off further social unrest along economic lines, rather than just
political ones.
Foreign Affairs
On top of growing American influence in the region, the cabinet must also contend with creeping
European influence in neighboring Venezuela. Venezuela was also recently wracked with civil wars
and borrowed significantly from countries such as Great Britain, Germany, and Italy to finance its
efforts. However, the current President Cipriano Castro is refusing to pay.43 This could lead to
European powers interfering in domestic affairs in Venezuela, or even recolonizing it if push comes
to shove. This would not be ideal for a neighboring country that is trying to piece together a
government that can cement its grip over its sovereign territory. Thus, the cabinet must also
consider the territorial integrity of its neighbors, in addition to its own.
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POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
______________________________________________________

There are several paths forward that delegates in committee can take. The main path is the creation
of a new constitution. This constitution should be able to hold the country together and strengthen
the government’s grip on far-flung regions like Panama. It also has to address key ideological issues
such as the strength of the president and the central government, how opposition parties will have a
place in the government, and whether other traditionally conservative or liberal values will be
represented in the document. A new constitution can also be used to strengthen the existing peace
treaties from the civil war, preventing future conflict and bringing political stability to Colombia.

Any path forward also needs to address the economic situation of the country. Having been ravaged
by war, the Colombian people need to see a light at the end of the tunnel in order to continue having
faith in their government. The cabinet may want to consider finding a way to raise the standard of
living for everyday Colombian citizens, through options such as infrastructure, education, and
foreign trade. Overall, the economy will most likely play a major factor in influencing the actions the
committee will take over the course of the conference.

Necessary Topics to Address

While coming up with strategies for committee, delegates in the cabinet should focus on several
topics that will have substantial impacts on the country. When drafting a new constitution, the
Conservative Party should think about what to do with remnants of former opposition parties like
the Liberal Party. They still have a fair amount of sway in frontier regions of the country such as
Panama and are therefore necessary to consider in domestic affairs calculations. While Liberal elites
may have fled to Panama, their ideas still resonant with people on the ground across the country;
this is a factor that has to be taken into account. Many Liberal planks such as decentralization of the
government strike a chord with average everyday citizens. The members of the cabinet may want to
have their support.
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There also should be discussion over the types of political structures to put in place through the
constitution. There are a lot of moving pieces in a functional government, so debate will likely have
to include topics such as branches of government, checks and balances, term lengths, electoral
processes, just to name a few. While considering these topics, the cabinet should keep in mind their
personal preferences, the ideologies of the conservative cabinet on which they serve, and the
structures needed to guide Colombia out of the predicament it currently finds itself.

In the end, delegates will have a wide latitude to pursue paths forward for Colombia that they see
fit. They should take into account the historical context that has led to this current state and use the
information above as a starting point to creating a lasting and stable government for Colombia, in
the face of threats both foreign and domestic. Buena suerte.
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CHARACTER BIOGRAPHIES
______________________________________________________

Ministers
Minister of Public Works and Transport: Matias Sebastian Garcia-Gomez
Matias Sebastian Garcia-Gomez has had a privileged life. He grew up in a family that could afford for
him to study abroad, going to Spain to become an engineer, a background he now uses in his cabinet
post. He specialized in civil engineering, focusing on infrastructure projects for private companies
across Colombia and around South America. He is also a devout Catholic, having gone to church all
his life. Matias’ life experiences have shaped the person he currently is as a minister on the
cabinet. He is in a prime position to manage the rebuilding of infrastructure in war-torn Colombia.
Minister of Public Instruction: Antonio José Uribe Gaviria
Antonio José Uribe Gaviria was born in 1869 in Medellín, Colombia. He is an academic by
profession. He attended the Universidad de Antioquia, training in the liberal arts, and stayed in
academia for most of his professional career, ultimately reaching the prestigious position of rector at
the Universidad Nacional de Colombia in Bogotá. Now, as Minister of Public Instruction, he has the
opportunity to revitalize education in Colombia, crafting curriculum and investing in new
infrastructure across the country.
Minister of War: José Vicente Concha Ferreira
José Vicente Concha Ferreira has always been involved in politics. Born in Bogotá in 1867, he went
on to study criminal law and became a university professor teaching in fields such as oratory,
journalism, and literature. This gave him the necessary skills to become a skilled public speaker and
rise in conservative politics. As Minister of War, he has civilian oversight of the Colombian Armed
Forces. This will prove crucial in quelling any lingering unrest and preventing advances by foreign
powers.
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Minister of Treasury: Emiliano Rafael Osorio
Born in the western town of Pasto as the first of seven children, Emiliano has always been interested
in money, and the lack thereof that he faced as a child. Determined to rise above the small town he
grew up in, Emiliano taught himself how to read by studying the bibles littered throughout his home.
Courtesy of his father, who worked as a pastor at a nearby Catholic church, the bibles allowed
Emiliano to become fluent both in the Colombian dialect and the English he needed to study finance
abroad. Obtaining a dual degree in the Spanish language and Economics at the University of
Cambridge, Emiliano returned to Colombia at the age of twenty-three to help guide his country into
the economic model he studied so rigorously in school. Newly appointed as the minister of the
treasury in 1900, Emiliano has seen nothing but conflict in his early governmental tenure. Now,
determined to sway the finances of Colombia as it eases out of the Thousand Days War, Emiliano will
stop at nothing to make sure the country is stable in the long term. This isn’t just for him, but for his
siblings, nieces, and nephews back home.
Minister of Foreign Affairs: Felipe F. Paúl
Felipe F. Paúl was born into a wealthy family. They were involved in trade, travelling a lot, and thus
were exposed to many cultures around the world. In this time, Felipe learned to speak several
languages and went to university abroad before returning to Colombia. He leveraged his family’s
economic connections to get a jumpstart in conservative politics. As Minister of Foreign Affairs, he
has a wealth of international contacts at his disposal and has the potential to find Colombia partners
in trade and investment to turn a new leaf after the civil war.
Minister of the Government: Nicolas Alejandro Mendoza
Nicolas Alejandro Mendoza was born into a family with strong ties to the Conservative Party, going
back generations. Because of this, he is a firm believer in their core values and staunchly opposes
working with other factions that may dilute those values and put Colombia on a wrong path. He has
spent extensive time in parliament and knows the ins and outs of how the government works. As
Minister of Government, he can leverage his connections and political know-how to get the cabinet’s
(or his own) agenda passed and executed by all branches of the government.
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Minister of Justice: Felipe Danilo Mendoza
Felipe Danilo Mendoza has always had a strong sense of right and wrong. He is a former police
officer in Bogotá, rising up through the ranks of the criminal justice world, becoming a prosecutor
and now Minister of Justice. Because of his career, he has extensive contacts on both sides of the
law and friends throughout the judicial system. He is in a prime position to make criminal justice
reforms in the new constitution and reduce the amount of corruption that plagues the upper
echelons of the country after the civil war.
Generals and War Strategists
General Climaco Calderon
General Calderon is the Commander of the Navy for the Colombian Armed Forces. He was born in a
coastal city in Panama, often involved in his family’s fishing business. He eventually joined the navy,
distinguishing himself for valor on multiple occasions, rising to its top rank. He has an important role
in the defense of Colombia, as any major western power that seeks to attack the country will most
likely attack by sea. However, after the civil war, the navy fleet is not what it used to be and will have
to be rebuilt in order to get to the formidable level that it once was.
General Juan B. Tovar
General Tovar is the Commander of the Army for the Colombian Armed Forces and a career military
man. He fought for the government and the Conservative Party, distinguishing himself in the War of
a Thousand Days. He has a lot of work to do to rebuild the Colombian Army after the civil war, as its
ranks, morale, and infrastructure have all been depleted. During the war, the vast majority of
fighters were ordinary citizens, which would not hold up to a foreign invasion. In order to strengthen
Colombia’s standing in the western hemisphere, General Tovar has to reorganize the Army into a
modern fighting force.
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General Rafael Uribe Uribe
General Uribe was raised in a modest household in the center of Colombia. He attended the
University of Antioquia and then a military school. Originally a member of the Liberal Party, he
fought on their side during the Thousand Days War, commanding thousands of men. Eventually,
when he saw that their cause was a losing one, he surrendered to the conservatives on the condition
that he was granted amnesty. Uribe then began a life in the Conservative Party, supporting their
causes and being involved in military affairs due to his vast experience.
General Benjamin Herrera
General Herrera is another military man who originally was a member of the Liberal Party. He went
to the University of Cauca and first joined the Liberals to topple the conservative governor in the
region of Antioquia. During the Thousand Days War, he was the main military strategist for the
Liberals before also accepting amnesty by the government. He has a lot of military strategy
experience, which could serve the cabinet well when confronting potential threats to the sovereignty
of Colombia.
Alfredo Vásquez Cobo
Alfredo Vásquez Cobo, born in Santiago de Cali in 1869, was a soldier during the Thousand Days
War, rising to the eventual rank of General. He was present during the signing of the peace treaty
that ended the conflict and is seen as a rising star in the world of conservative politics. He has an
engineering background, having studied civil engineering at the University of Oxford and civil
military engineering at Saint-Cyr in France. His impressive credentials made him popular among the
troops he commanded during the conflict and have allowed him to have a seat at the cabinet table
now that he has retired and is devoted full-time to politics.
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Victor Manuel Salazar
Victor Manuel Salazar is another former general that held high-ranking positions during the War of a
Thousand Days. He was very successful on the battlefield and was given the honor of being one of
the people representing the government during the signing of the peace treaty that ended the civil
war. Before the conflict, he was the mayor of Medellín and the civil and military chief of the
department of Panama, giving him significant actual governing experience. He can draw upon this
unique background to achieve his personal goals and those of the cabinet.
Ramón González Valencia
Ramón González Valencia started off life as a farmer in the department Norte de Santander. He
then enlisted in the military during the civil wars of the late 19th century. During his military career,
he rose all the way to the rank of General of the Army and became the military governor of the
Santander Department. He is now fully involved in conservative politics yet continues to have the
support of men he served with given his compassionate leadership style. Valencia will be in a prime
position to use his experience to solidify the Conservative Party’s control over the country.
General Rafael Reyes
General Rafael Reyes has had a long life, having been born in 1849 in Santa Rosa de Viterbo,
Boyacá. He was one of five children with an only mother. From a young age, he became a
businessman and explorer of the Amazon. After the end of his business ventures, he joined the
military in 1885 and was quickly promoted to general due to his skills. In 1896, he became the
Colombian Ambassador to France, eventually returning to support the Conservative Party at the end
of the civil war. Having a wealth of contacts and experience, Reyes has the potential to aid the
cabinet in many different ways.
Pedro Nel Ospina
Pedro Nel Ospina came from a very politically connected family. He was born in 1858 in the
Colombian Presidential Palace, as his father was the president at the time. He graduated from a
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mining institute and became an engineer and a successful industrial entrepreneur. Eventually, Pedro
followed his father’s footsteps and joined the Conservative Party in politics, being an MP in
parliament and eventually a previous minister of war during the waning days of the Thousand Days
War. He is a figure that embodies conservative politics, with deep pockets and many connections,
who wishes to see Colombia returned to its former glory.
Lucas Caballero
Lucas Caballero was a member of the Liberal Party from Santander that fought for them during the
War of the Thousand Days. Before the conflict, he studied literature at the Universidad Externado de
Colombia and ran a newspaper called El Diario that promoted liberal causes. Towards the end of the
civil war when liberal forces were nearing defeat, he accepted amnesty and joined the Colombian
government. He has also recently started a business career on the side, producing items for trade on
his family’s estate. Caballero is a man of many talents, who still has a sympathy for liberal causes in
his heart.
Jorge Marcelo Holguín Mallarino
Born in the coffee-growing province of Quindio, Jorge grew up with a family who were supporters of
communism. At the age of eleven, his older brother, a fervent communist indoctrinated by their
parents, passed away in a car accident. This event further motivated Jorge to carry on his brother’s
legacy. After finishing his studies at ITMO University in Moscow with a degree in medicine and
cardiology, he completed military training in Cuba, which radicalized him even further. Now, with
more than thirty years of guerilla war experience and a reputation for being a ruthless war
commander, Jorge serves as a valued war strategist for the Colombian government. He is rumored
to be involved with drug cartels, but no evidence has surfaced to prove these ties. A quiet yet
intimidating man, Jorge lives an uneventful life outside of his military career and suffers from heart
problems.
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General Ricardo Tirrago Macias
General Macias was a doctor by training before the Thousand Days War. He studied general
medicine at the Universidad Nacional de Colombia in 1905, then specialized in obstetrics and
gynecology at the University of Paris. He was imprisoned for most of the civil war for promoting and
fighting for liberal ideas. He has been released as a part of the peace amnesty and has begun to take
part in Colombia’s government, supporting causes close to his heart. As a doctor at heart, Macias
may be able to play an important role in providing healthcare and hospital infrastructure to the
people of Colombia.
Other Important Figures
Isaza Emilliano
Isaza’s interest in language and culture stemmed from a young age. His father was the former
curator of the National Museum of Colombia, and his mother was a language teacher for foreigners
who had just immigrated to the country. After graduating from the National University of Colombia
with a degree in literature, Isaza moved back into his parent’s home and started his career as a
talented columnist for a local newspaper in the town of Salento. His writing was noticed by a highranking government official, who convinced Isaza to help with propagandist projects for the
Colombian government. During Isaza’s 40-year position in the government, his knowledge of
literature and history facilitated projects that contributed to widespread cultural and linguistic
annihilation of Colombian tribes. In his free time, Isaza enjoys reading his monthly subscriptions of
Arcadia, a Colombian-based magazine focusing on art and literature. He also tends to his precious
orchids every afternoon.
Jose Maria Cordovez Moure
Jose Maria Cordovez Moure is a Colombian writer and historian. Having been born into a large
family in 1835 that moved around a lot when he was young, he eventually settled in the capital and
went to the Universidad Nacional de Colombia for philosophy and then law school at Colegio Mayor
de Nuestra Señora del Rosario. Because family was large and poor, he went to work at an early age,
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spending decades in government civil service that gave him exposure to many jobs across Colombia
and around the world. As he retired, he began to write more and became an important literary and
intellectual figure in Colombia. He brings a wealth of experience and ideas to the cabinet.
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